Fleet Pedestrianisation Visitors Survey Summary Sheet (19th Sept
2020)

FLEET VISITOR SURVEY
How people feel about pedestrianisation and events in Fleet
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positive thing

Reason for visiting Fleet on 19th September
and frequency of visits
Events are a footfall driver with 54% people visiting for the market
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How people travelled to Fleet
More people are walking into Fleet than in 2018
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78% people were from Fleet (GU51 and GU52 postcodes)

94%
94% people want
to see more events
in the space

87%
87% people feel
the event was well
managed and safe

70%
70% people say
pedestrianisation has made
them feel differently about
Fleet

This survey was carried out at the vegan market in Fleet on Saturday 19th
September 2020. The survey was conducted on behalf of the Fleet Business
Improvement District. 2018 comparisons are from Fleet Benchmarking report.
The full report can be found at www.findyourfleet.org.uk

Fleet Stay Safe Tracker for Week 13

FLEET – Stay Safe Tracker
Week 13
4th – 10th Sept
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1: Please enter the date you were in town:
21st Aug
26th Aug
5th Sep
6th Sep
7th Sep
8th Sep
9th Sep
10th Sep
Most days

x1
x1
x3
x2
x4
x7
x7
x2
x1

2: What was the purpose of your visit to town (please tick all that apply):
Just browsing

To shop/ buy something

Exercise
15%

22%

54%

22

9

To work
5%

2

6

Other

5%

2

3: If you choose 'Other', please note your reason for visiting town:
Afternoon Tea
Training a Guide Dog
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4. On a scale of 0 - 10, how safe did you feel during your time in town? (0 = not safe at all,
10 = confidently safe)
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5. Please tell us why you rated that way:
Awful looking, needs events or something to create a buzz.
car park machines are not safe
Felt safe in shops and shopping centre but not 100% safe walking outside due to
people not socially distancing.
fleet high street is a safe environment. for me no more safe with the pedestrianisation
High street was pedestrianised. Lots of room to walk and social distance. Much less
noise and pollution. Have visited twice as often since the positive change.
I felt almost completely safe, but you just never know if some idiot is going to get too
close.
I liked the fact I could socially distance in the pedestrianised area and plenty of space
I love the pedestrianised space. I have been shielding and it is very important to me to
feel secure when shopping/visiting the town
I went in first thing, ended up spending just over 2 hours shopping with my Mum, have
never spent so long in Fleet before! Very spacious, loved the closed off high street as it
was quite busy and easy to spread out
Inside the Hart Centre some people not being aware of surroundings thus not always
alert to others around them requiring space to keep social distance. Inconsistent use
of face masks ie. covering mouth buy not nose; wearing mask under chin (even saw
one person wearing his mask on his head). People not using the sanitiser provided.
Outside people’s general lack of observation of their surroundings. Impatient drivers
frustrated by road closures and diversions.
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It was very quiet and the one cafe I went into had all the necessary measures in place
I've always felt relatively safe in Fleet. It's a sage area.
Lots of room to social distance, all shops with covid measures in place, no cars in the
road (pedestrianisation)
Not many people about
Pedestrianisation made it feel safe
Pedestrianisation means people are wandering and loitering all over the place. Not
observing social distancing whereas before pedestrianisation people seemed more
focused and stuck to distancing.
People in fleet always seem to be sensible even before the road closure
People are sensible
Perfectly safe
Plenty of space to move about safely
Plenty of space and town fairly quiet
Social distancing not being observed in some shops, lots of people not wearing masks
in Hart Centre
Stepping outside the door is always a risk
Stores well prepared and people behaving sensibly. Wore mask in shops and centre,
not outside.
The pedestrianised area still had bikes and the occasional car
There was hardly anyone in the town. Pavements are big enough to socially distanced
plus the fact it was pretty empty
Very few people around, all wearing face coverings, sanitizer available if needed.
Wearing face mask and so few people in town (despite being mid-afternoon) that
there was plenty of space. Closure of Fleet Road has no impact on this.
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6. On a scale of 0 - 10, how safe did you feel whilst at work? (0 = not safe at all, 10 =
confidently safe)
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7. Please tell us why you rated that way:
Most people wear a mask
We are operating a locked door 'by appt only' system and practising strict
covid measures and working in pods.

8. What suggestions would you make to improve your safety in the town? (optional)
Better policing of the pedestrianised area, to prevent stray cars and vans.
Bring back the car boot sale
Can't think of any
closing the highstreet to pedestrians
Consistent information and expectations of everyone to follow guidelines.
Shops communicating with each other so the protocols in different shops
are in line with each other. At the moment each shop has its own set of
procedures and this contributes to the confusion, particularly in the elderly.
Waitrose do it extremely well. The ability to use sanitiser on exit as well as
entry to a shop. Young people/young adults being encouraged to comply.
Deal with congestion on side roads as dangerous to walk to town. Otherwise
fine (I was there before pedestrianisation)
free parking. 20mph speed limit on an open high street
Hand sanitiser at parking meters now we have to use them
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I never believed that Fleet was unsafe to start with? Having a part
pedestrianised area seems quite unsafe, people seem to think it means they
can walk in the middle of the road making it more unsafe?
Keep the pedestrianisation
Keep the pedestrianisation and go to the next stage of making it look
attractive. Preferably extend it to the whole length so that all businesses get
the chance to expand onto the high street
Keep the pedestrianised feel but make it look more attractive. Get rid of the
red and white barriers
More clarity in the area of the high street where some access is allowed for
cars - I was walking in the road and had a delivery van pull out where I didn't
expect them to be.
more speed bumps to slow drivers down get rid of pedestirastion and add
free parking
none
Nothing at present
One way high street for traffic
Open the road
Parent Child spaces in Church Rd car park so I can get my kids in and out
without having to walk on the road and get them out of the car safely and
easily.
Pedestrianise the section from Victoria road to Reading Road.
Proper pedestrian measures, not stupid lego bricks. Stop all vehicles. Keep
open during week close off with barriers on a Saturday
Reminders, such as posters that social distancing still applies
Re-open Fleet Road asap
Stop diverting all the traffic down small roads at least Monday to Friday,
crossing these roads now is dangerous sometimes!
Take away Pedestrianisation and introduce a one way system on the
pavements.
Unsure, enforce mask wearing
Would be nice to see Bobbies on the beat again.
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9. Please note any positive experience(s) or service from a local business that you would
like to mention:
Ace electric are awesome! Reasonably priced and excellent service
all good experience friendly easy to use
Always love 217 Menswear, Experience, Bakers, Hart Travel to name but a
few
Always love visiting 217 Menswear, Experience, Bakers, Hart Travel - all the
super independent shops that we have. Give them a chance!!!!!
Bakers are always helpful
Cantine was lovely for coffee
Captured Moments always provides an excellent service.
Card Factory were brilliant. Staff very friendly.
Excellent friendly service from Cantine
Excellent service and products in all the shops I visited today: Scoop,
Serendipity, Cantine and Clark's Butchers. I love having great independent
retailers in town.
generally felt safe
I generally find local businesses to be positive, nothing positive specifically
to mention right now.
Men’s 217 excellent service. La case have created a nice extended outside
area that need some refinement but a good place to eat!
Nah
Robert Dyas staff attentive and cheerful.
Sainsburys was a decent visit
The service and food at cantine was excellent - exactly what I needed.
Plenty of space to park and I don’t mind paying a small fee but some hand
sanitizers would be good at the car parks
Waitrose seem to have an excellent system in operation.
Waitrose, the whole experience of shopping very positive. All partners are
proactive. Millets equally well organised and staff helpful.
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NPS scoring since 12th June
w/c
12th
June

w/c
19th
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w/c
26th
June

w/c
w/c
3rd Jul 10th
Jul

Q4 On a scale of 0
- 10, how safe did
you feel during
your time in town?
(0 = not safe at all,
10 = confidently
safe)

34

-5

54

N/A

Q6 On a scale of 0 10, how safe did
you feel whilst at
work? (0 = not safe
at all, 10 =
confidently safe)

71
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N/A
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